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Let t er  f rom  t he Edit or

To our lovely Readers and our talented Writers, Artists, Poets, and Photographers:

You are currently reading the fifteenth volume of Epiphany, Schuylkill Valley High School?s 
literary magazine. Inside you will find the feelings that run through our school halls. You will 
have the privilege of soaking in talent you may not have even realized was present in our 
community. The past two years have been difficult beyond our wildest imaginations, but our 
students have come together and powered through the hardship, turning these challenging 
times into something beautiful. The art they have created serves as a spokesperson for our 
generation, time, effort, and emotions which are shown in the pieces you will read or observe. I 
am very excited to share all of their hard work with you.

The Literary Magazine Club introduced a new theme for the magazine this past year: 
?Growth and Illumination.? Growth is defined as ?the process of developing or maturing 
physically, mentally, or spiritually.? As I mentioned above, the past two years have challenged all 
of us immensely. On the bright side, I believe we have all grown into better, wiser individuals. We 
have faced obstacles that felt huge at the time and in return, we gained experience and 
knowledge from them. Human relationships illuminate our lives. Whether that means 
friendships, family, student-teacher relationships, player-coach relationships, or romantic 
relationships: they bring love and light into our lives. The epiphany I have come to understand 
over the duration of my time at SVHS is that growth is essential for our personal development 
and we all are capable of bringing light into others? lives.

While I?m mentioning people bringing light into our lives, there are some people I would 
like to take the time to thank. Every student who contributed to the 2021-2022 edition deserves 
a massive shoutout; we would be nothing without our creative contributors. Secondly, Ms. 
Antalosky also deserves much praise as she is the backbone of this edition. I know I?m not 
speaking solely for myself when I say she is always there to offer any bit of advice, wisdom, or 
help when needed. Her kindness goes beyond the classroom and encourages many. The last 
person who deserves acknowledgement and appreciation would be you, the reader. From the 
bottom of my heart, thank you very much for taking the time to appreciate our students? diverse 
and beautiful art, writing, and photography. My final words to all of you are this: never stop 
creating, growing, and illuminating. 

Forever Yours,

Lily Crowell

?22 Editor-in-Chief

Epiphany 
The Schuylkill Valley High School Literary Magazine 

Volume 15

2022

Facult y Advisor : Ms. Antalosky

Edit or -in-Chief :  Lily Crowell

Layout  Edit or : Novalee Machemer

Ar t  Edit or : Cassidy Smith  

Copy Edit ors: Sara Motz. Madison Kubacki, Anna Kate Gwiazdowski, and Alexis Smeck

Edit or ial Assist ant s: Finley Davila. Emmalee DeJesus. Erianne Fox. and Sarah Gilbert

Adm inist rat ive Assist ant s: Elizabeth Zaharia and Maliya Bachman 
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I? ?notice? ?the? ?little? ?things? ?about? ?you? ?

Every? ?single? ?thing? ?

Your? ?deep? ?hazel? ?eyes? ?that? ?look? ?just? ?like? ?mine? ?

The? ?way? ?the? ?wrinkles? ?form? ?around? ?them? ?whenever? ?you? ?smile? ?

Or? ?the? ?way? ?they? ?fall? ?when? ?someone? ?mentions? ?a? ?certain? ?name? ? ?

The? ?way? ?your? ?face? ?lights? ?up? ?as? ?you? ?see? ?me? ?

I? ?notice? ?how? ?happy? ?you? ?are when? ?laying? ?under? ?the? ?warm, comforting? ?sun? ?

I? ?notice? ?when? ?you're? ?sad? ?even? ?when? ?you? ?don't? ?tell? ?me? ?

But? ?I always? ?know? ?

I? ?notice? ?how? ?happy? ?you? ?get?  ?seeing? ?puppies? ?

How? ?happy? ?you? ?get? ?when? ?you? ?finish? ?a? ?project? ?for? ?work? ?

Most? ?importantly,? ?I ?notice? ?how? ?much? ?you? ?care? ?for? ?me? ?

How? ?you? ?always? ?love? ?me? ?unconditionally? ?

And? ?I ?hope? ?you? ?notice? ?how? ?much? ?i? ?care? ?for? ?you? ?as? ?well? ?

Because? ?all? ?I wish? ?for? ?is? ?you? ?to? ?feel? ?loved? 

Not ice

Jordan Houck - Grade 10 

Keira Pelker

Grade 12

Gabrielle Henery-Werley 

Grade 12
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Megan Yobb

Grade  11

Dear Corn, 

From your salty taste to your skinny waist 

I love all of you

Eat, eat, yum

Eat, eat, yum

You can be sweet

You?ll never be beat

On a hot summer day you are what I want to 
eat

Shuck, shuck, husk

Shuck, shuck, husk

You are so versatile 

You make me smile

We are so close I don?t even have to travel a 
mile

Butter, butter, salt

Butter, butter, salt

You can be mixed

I love all of your tricks

With you there is nothing I can?t fix

Eat, eat, yum

Eat, eat, yum

Corn

Anonymous  

McLaen Holmgren - Grade 11
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Outer Surface       

The protector          

Your knight in shining armor         

Forced to show you the dangers

of the outer world   

The man who will treat you right       

A daughter 's number one fan   

Always puts you first      

?Loves you?       

Makes you beyond happy       

Listens to you unlike anyone else 

Kind 

Gentle smile

Harmless eyes

Likable to others  

Commanding charmer

The perfect father

Behind Closed Doors

The opponent 

The villain

Danger the world does not 

warn you about

The unsupporter 

The ?man? who makes you feel worthless

Puts his new family before you

The ?man? who loves himself

not you

Makes you feel disgusting

 Selective hearing 

Arrogant and aggressive

But he is your father right?

You should love him for all his mistakes?

When is enough enough? 

A side the external world never sees

Makes your hair stand just seeing it

 anger rages in his eyes 

He is not the man that I thought he was 

Fooled: just like he did everyone else

But once you open the door 

you see the real him 

He is not the perfectly displayed dad behind closed doors. 

Fat her  

Mackenzie Bachman - Grade 9

McLaen Holmgen Grade 11
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One teacher wears heels,

They click-clack on the floor

A different teacher has a big heart,

An Oscar-winning performance

Another is a fun teacher,

Who makes terrible puns

The next teacher is a quiet one,

And I love passing by her room filled with the smell of desserts and buns 

One more that comes to mind,

My sister apparently liked,

He is rumored to be kind,

With a room as cold as ice

My last teacher is witty,

And can make all laugh

Without a doubt,

He is my favorite

Hope the other teachers aren?t sad

SV Teachers 

Kayla Shaw - Grade 9 
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The raw emotions

Exposed feelings

Why? I never wanted this

Hopeful wishes,

Future dreams,

But do they want the same?

Princess treatment,

Heart on your sleeve 

What is it all really for?

Forced love 

Fake attention 

All a show for the world? 

Why do you want me? 

Never good enough,

World?s overthought

But is it really overthinking? 

Love is never true,

Or real, all a show

Just for the world 

But did you have to hurt me?

Hur t  Me

 Jade Reed - Grade 12

You feel like you're drowning

They remind you, you can swim

It 's too dark to see a thing

So they tell you to turn on a light

They mean comfort but it does no good

To you, their words are just words

They hold no real empathy

But to them, your thoughts are just thoughts

They hold no real danger

Again, you feel like your suffocating

Take a deep breath, they say

It 's like there's water dragging you down

They tell you to stand

No one seems to understand the void you're in

There's no water, yet your drawing

It 's so dark, but all the lights are on

You cant breath and you've been in bed all day

Your being pulled down and your legs can't quite 

reach the bottom

The Void 

Morgan Greiser - Grade 9 

Cayla Duda - 

Grade 11 
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Oh look another strain

Our representation down the drain.

Puts us into a mental pain

Brings us into monumental shame.

Our leaders now turned rotten

taking us away from our dreams

This place?s traits now forgotten

just to make us hear their screams 

People who found prosperity boring

are now taking people out of their 

snoring

They get angry when told they?re wrong

and proceed to shout another song

They say to come together

always call us arrogant

But when their hopes don?t last forever

they don?t realize ignorance

21st  Cent ury Sk irm ish

Benjamin Bitting - Grade 9

The things no one speaks of,

The things we fear the most,

The things we are afraid of,

Are all signs of life;

At one point in our lives we

Have been scared of something

Like rollercoasters, swimming, the

Monsters under our bed; we have

All had the fear of telling someone

We like them, getting caught sneaking out,

Finding out you were cheated on;

We don?t speak about the things we

Go through on a daily basis, the thoughts

In our heads, the stress and anxiety we

Hide from everyone, the depression we

Hide but no one thinks we have;

Life is full of fear but only you

Control what fear you let get to

You and damage you inside;

?Don?t let the fear of striking out

Keep you from playing the game.?

Scare of  Life 

Michelle Espino  - Grade 10 
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Juliana Zaharia 

Grade 9

To you, my younger me 

There are things you may not see

You?re not some middle school outcast to be

So chin up, the dim flame of me,

Because there are matches a-plenty in your company

From the brightest fireworks

Colors twisting, contorting

To the tallest windmill high

Piercing the everlasting sky

I believe you will get the girl of your dreams 

Being bashful, brave, your bold self shining through

Pay everyone that stands before you no mind 

Your soul is pure and kind

But is it really worth it? 

Leaving it to life?s roll of chance?

To truly try -

Well, a piece of advice to a younger me of mine

Yes

For you have time to fly

And when encountering your favored match, do not run blind

Do not run dry 

And certainly do not cry because of silly old matches

Yours will be in due time

My creative, secluded friend

From a different time

The younger me of mine

Poem  t o a Younger  Me

Chrtian Susano - Grade 11 

Maggie Kauffman

Grade 10
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Your expectations are always double-sided

Don?t be too loud, but no one likes a quiet girl 

Don?t be mean, but ?just let it go, they didn?t mean it? 

Make sure you eat, but ?really, you want seconds??

Wear makeup, but ?not too much, because you look like a clown?

Don?t look like a bum, but if you dress nice, ?you're trying too hard? 

Be unique, but ?what is she wearing, weirdo?

It doesn?t matter, though does it?

You must reach everyone's expectations

Yet everyone can?t agree on one thing 

To one person annoying, to another I am interesting 

So, what do you want me to be?

I will mold into your ideal person

For everyone I meet, I must change myself to fit a small minded expectation

But then I am fake when I change who I am to fit in the condensed box you feel like 
putting me in 

But isn?t that what you wanted?

To be who you think I am?

Completely discarding who I think I am?

I am everything you ever wanted, but thrown into a category by the next person

I will be who I am

Without apology, I will never again mold into your expectation 

I will be loud and stand up for myself

I will eat that extra slice of pizza 

I will wear as litt le or as much makeup as I want

And I will wear a gown to school if I feel like it

This is my life and you are only a side character

So I will not let you alter my story

I will be who I am

Who Am  I To You? 

Julissa Sonon - Grade 12
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I was done, absolutely and unequivocally done. Done with the late-night, clandestine fridge raids. Done 

with half-rusted dumbbells decorating my bedroom floor. Done with my cache of citrus-scented, 

daisy-laden body sprays. Done with the daintiness, done with the cynicism, done with my gruesome 

beauty. Done being chained up in your panopticon.

Our last debate began with a small, pervading ball of indignant, jealous rage. It swelled in the back of my 

throat -- a rotten amalgamation of years in your clutch. I never wanted it to flare up the way it did. Trust 

me, I tried gulping ice water and humming sweet lullabies to mitigate the sting, but it persisted (and 

persisted, and persisted) until my insides were set ablaze in an ego-drunken stupor. Everything around 

me spun in hues of orange and red, disorienting me and feeding my fury. I stumbled over to you and 

uttered the words, ?You know, I hate the new shoot. It came out awfully,? spitting fire into the cracks of 

your skin. You stayed perfectly calm, letting my flames sputter out and fall to the ground. 

?Don?t yell,? you said, barely looking up from your laptop, ?you?ll lose your voice.? You were on autopilot, 

doing anything you could to lessen my noise. 

Your absent apathy sent boiling shockwaves through my veins, ?I mean, I think the photographer really 

messed up with the lighting.?

?It?s not your job to worry about that.?

?Then what should I worry about??

?Being a blank slate,? you said, devoid of any emotion, you were frozen in your perpetual state of drab 

insensitivity. 

When we first met, you were so kind; an ever-present, refreshing chimera sent to save me from my 

self-hatred. I was infatuated with you, your deeply observational and sincere compliments, your warm 

and friendly demeanor, the way you leaned in so gingerly to hear my responses, the way your face 

flushed with joy when my voice hit your ears, and the way you waved your hands sporadically and 

generously while speaking passionately. I felt so safe within your mind and so free to celebrate my sweet 

and tiny joys within your space. The day we received the final product of our first shoot was a beautiful 

one. I hung the magazine pages on my bedroom wall and you hung them on the corkboard in the middle 

of your office. We exchanged beautifully bombastic dialogue about how proud we were of each other, 

how excited we were for the future, and how mindblown we were to be gifted this opportunity. We were 

Cr im e of  Passion 

Charlotte Baumgard - Grade 11
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 young and we were good and we had a glimmering future set up for us. 

Though sweet in retrospect, the evocations tend to sour after a while. As new shoots came and went so 

did our love for one another. Our jobs became less and less about art and more and more about money. 

You became less excited about my achievements and more excited about new dieting tips and exercise 

regimens that would make me look even more flawless and skinny and impossible for the next shoot. 

Everything was about the future, how good the future would be, and if it didn?t live up to your 

expectations, you got angry. Very angry. When the tiniest detail was a step away from perfect, you would 

scream and throw the publication to my feet, so bewildered and confused as to how I could mess up the 

most menial of tasks. In these moments, you never forgot to remind me through words and actions and 

punishing silence how simple and mindless my job was, ?all you have to do is just sit there and look 

pretty,? and how revolting I was for failing at it. 

?Of course,? I muttered, offering a dry laugh. 

You silently shut your laptop, stared straight ahead, and said, ?You know, I don?t know what happened, 

Delia, we used to be so happy.? 

My sweltering anger began to bubble up to my ears once again and in an attempt to contain my rage, I 

replied succinctly, ?I have no idea,? my words briefly rang with subservience then faded out to nothing, 

leaving the two of us steeping in brooding silence. 

I walked over to your old litt le corkboard and snatched the pages from our first shoot, tearing the paper 

from the thumbtack and waving it before your nose, images of your tyrannical acts ever-fresh in my mind, 

?You mean back then? We were so happy then. Hmm?  I wonder what happened. Maybe I grew up. 

Maybe I?m not a perfectly prissy product of your brilliant litt le ideas anymore. Maybe I?m not happy 

because you don?t let me be. Maybe your cute litt le obsession with my perfection and my beauty and my 

exercise and my diet has put a bit of a wedge between our love. If you?re looking for someone to blame 

for our downfall, you can take that up with yourself. You ruined us.? I grumbled tainted nothings as I 

angrily tore the nostalgic pages to shreds. You stood up and abruptly grasped both of my shoulders with 

tension-manicured hands. We locked eyes for a moment, yours swirling in a rage-fueled tunnel vision, 

mine darting with confusion and wretched fear. You stayed eerily silent and brutishly thrust my frame 

into the wall, upheaving the corkboard and sending it to the carpet. I felt immeasurably minute beneath 

your strength. 

Back in our prime, you marveled at the way I towered over you so gracefully. In adolescent pretentious 
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 poems, you wrote on notebook paper about my ?marvelously lanky stature draped with delicate, satin 

skin.? But that day you stood ten feet tall, wrapped around me snug and tight, and I was drowned by the 

breadth of your neverending being. I flailed my limbs like a litt le kid neck-deep in a temper tantrum, 

trying to orient myself out of your liminal space. In a blind fit of unrest, I reached a claw behind my head, 

swinging for anything it could catch. I latched onto your face and scratched the surface. You let out a 

dreadful yelp that sent a shudder down my spine and I used your repeated cries as some sort of primal 

echolocation to rip my way out of your grip. I sent you reeling and groaning on the floor and I fled the 

vicious scene. My newly bruised and bloodied hands pushed me out of our home and into the 

mid-afternoon sunbeams. I ran and ran and ran, worrying over my previous actions like a corn kernel 

between my teeth as my face became hot and red and raw and my vision grew blurry. I ran without a 

whisper of a destination, pumping my legs through fields and train tracks and old, abandoned roads until 

they folded beneath my guilty, battered, and cumbersome body.

Not so different from life

Sacrifices are necessary to progress

The only way through is strife

You might try a patient opening

Like the Ruy Lopez, or the French

Focusing development

But the Berlin might throw a wrench

Maybe you?ll try a novelty

Something not often played

Maybe they?ll blunder

And it?ll be an atrocity

You?ve reached the endgame

Maybe you?ve lost it all

But perhaps you didn?tAnd you?ve watched your 

opponent?s fall

Maybe you?re the king after all

Chess 

Anonymous 

Bryce Bechtel

Grade 9

Juliana Zaharia - Grade 09
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stop calling me

because i fell in love with you 

when the summer sun scorched our skin 

now lifeless leaves are drifting down

to frozen earth

my breath appears in wisps of smoke

from the cigarettes you promised to quit

stop calling me 

i don?t want to know if you?ll keep our promise

when the glassy roads melt to slush

and sprouts of vibrant grass emerge

painting my backyard your favorite color 

stop calling me 

i don?t need to hear your voice to remember you

your voice rings in my mind incessantly 

no need for a phone call 

st raight  t o voicem ail 

Anna-Kate Gwiazdowski - Grade 12

Julia Missimer

Grade 10

2020

Logan Nawrocki  - Grade 9

2020 was extremely crazy

Oftentimes we felt very lazy.

Once we left school, we thought we?d go back,

But ever since that Friday the 13th, it?s never been the 
same.

So the rest of the school year did not happen

Except for a couple of online classes.

Then came summer, 

Everyone thought it would all be okay,

But it ended up getting worse.

We then got introduced to online school,

Which is better known as zoom.

There were advantages to both,

But in the end, it just got boring to be online.

So, we went back to school

Just to keep getting sent home for quarantine. 

That school year was easy 

Since it was new to everyone.

As we keep going it?s not much better.

It?s been nearly 2 years since

And not much has changed.

So all we can do is hope

That someday we will get back to normal.
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A scorched-earth policy is a military strategy that aims to destroy anything that might be useful to 
the enemy. Any assets that could be used by the enemy may be targeted, which usually includes 
obvious weapons, transport vehicles, communication sites, and industrial resources.

It?s hot?  there?s a hot breeze?  I can?t tell where it?s coming from? It feels like my back is on fire. His 
eyes opened slowly to see the bright blue sky with the sun beating down on him, he got up and 
looked around all he saw was red sand, red cliffs, dead trees, and red rocks. He saw a camp to the 
south and what looked like a town or city in the distance. Well at least we got somethin? close. Let?s 
see what we can get from this camp then head towards that city to the north. He thought. He started 
walking towards the camp looking around to see if he could see anything but it was the same thing: 
sand, cliffs, dead plants, animal bones and rocks. When he reached the camp a man was inside and 
heard him coming. The man hobbled out of the camp.

 ?What?re ye doin out hurr?'' the man asked.

 ?I?m looking for some supplies!? he said. 

?Well ye came to de roight place? stated the man. ?Oi?ve got all de good stuff ?  What do ye need??

?Well what do you have?? he asked. ?I?m Maxx by the way.? 

?Well good to meet ye, Oi?m Steelarm, an Oi?ve got armor, weapons, rations, if ye need it, Oi got it.'' 
said Steelarm.

''Well I?d like some armor and weapons'' Maxx stated. While it wasn?t much, it was enough to help 
Maxx head to the town nearby. It was a long and hot walk but the town wasn?t that far. When Maxx 
got to the town it was extremely runned down and destroyed but there were a lot of people but they 
looked different. There was one rusted building, the buildings around it were crumbled into debris, 
and all of the other buildings had rusted grates connecting one another. On top of the building there 
were large rusted pipes that were spewing fire, most likely used as a light source or signal of some 
sort.

SCORCHED ERTH

Nathan Anderson - Grade 9

Dear someone I write to, I write to you, I ask you, and I wanna talk to you. How is everything? Are you 
deep in your feelings? Can something be wrong with you? Tell me anything, what interests me about you. 
Let me say, I would like you, no matter what you think of yourself, no matter what you look like, or what 
you are. Look outside and see life as you see it, but don?t take it for granted, there's more to what you 
think. Ask yourself a question every day. You?ll learn something new everyday in life. Friends are there for 
your life, as they come and go, your family sticks you anywhere. We love them, hug them, and be with 
them, although they can be distant they are always there for you and you are there for them, each of 
them. Friends are strangers, strangers you know, and the family you choose. But be careful with the 
people you trust or believe in, some have bad intentions for other purposes. They ain?t all bad as they 
could have a heart and see they care and will be there for you in a way, but not for what you think. Life 
isn?t all what we see it. We live in a different way and other people are impacted and it?s hard to deal with 
them, but here and there we have to accept it whether we like it or not. That might be all I have to say to 
you; try to see things in other views. Try to think of yourself through this letter. That?s all, so long, 
good-bye, good luck, and thank you for reading.

Sincerely, A new friend, Ariana M. Arias

(p.s. Write back to yourself)

A Let t er  t o You 

Ariana Arias - Grade 11
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The crack of a bat, 

the smack of a mitt, 

the pop of a fly, 

and the feel of that hit.

You wait for ?your? pitch

then steal that base, 

slide into home, 

the umpire shouts ?SAFE!?

Make a quick double play, 

Tag her then throw, 

Into extra innings, 

Keep the signs on the low.

The excitement, 

and dismay, 

makes you feel,

some type of way. 

So as you can see, 

nothing will ever be the same, 

You give it your all

because it 's not just a game. 

It 's not  just  a gam e

Kylie Gunter - Grade 9 

It?s surprising how fast

life can change on you.

One minute - you?re free.

The next - you?re falling.

You feel the world

turn it?s back on you,

as if it wasn?t just

kissing you.

I had felt its warm embrace 

and cherished it,

needed it, for it seemed

so rare and so enchanting.

But it just kept spinning.

even as I broke down 

and didn?t take in all the

despair thrown my way.

I wished it would all

stop.

Even for a small moment, 

I wished for peace. 

 Met at hesiophobia

Jazmin Shellhammer

Grade 12

I look in my old rustic mirror

Peering at what I can see

A young girl staring at me.

Her curly hair in messy braids

With those big brown blooming 
eyes

As clear as the nighttime sky.

Her skin extremely pale

And her eyebrows incredibly thick

With lips a perfect pick.

Her tiny but full cheeks

A faulty and imperfect chin

Paired with a nose so thin.

Then as I started to smile

I noticed that so did she

And then I began to realize

That girl is younger me.

Younger  Me 

Juliana Zaharia - Grade 9
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Hushed Hone 

Kylah McAndrew - Grade 9

I live in a home without noise.

No shouts?  No laughs?  Just poise?

My mother?s steps are silent and my father?s are gone. 

When I dance around the kitchen it has no song. 

I cling to the sounds I hear at school because I know when I leave,

I?ll have to follow that unspoken rule. 

The eternal wish that someone would care,

To hear sound waves paint the air.

My needs seem to be put aside,

Still I'm forced to have to abide.

Silence isn?t simply a lesson,

It can be pointed at the mouth as a weapon.

A constant stare at the midnight moon

Doesn?t make up for the loss of chattering noon. 

The dull rule I silently learned envelopes my world,

Unsaid words never unfurled.

A trio of associates, friends 

Drinking the night away 

The company of others is all that?s needed 

Flash of the camera to capture the moment 

An empty stroll along the bar 

A glass in his place 

Smooth notes of a familiar tune 

But none to share it with 

A small restaurant 

The best curry in town 

Pop?s joint, beside the sea 

The kids playing upstairs 

No longer there 

Only the memory remains 

Leaned up against a grave 

A feeling becoming familiar 

The face, the voice 

Not seen or heard as easy as before 

The feel of the blood never gone 

As if it had just happened

The start of a change 

One for the better

Helping those in need in his honor

Rest easy 

Change 

Jessica Hummel - Grade 12
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drown

/droun/

verb

be overwhelmed by a large amount of something

I am drowning. In what feels like every sense of the word and every definition known to the 

internet, I am drowning. I don?t tell you this to feel sorry for me. In fact, if I had it my way, no one 

would ever read this and no one could pity me or try to help me. That sounds lonely, and it is. 

You can?t talk about your problems with them- you?ll only be a burden.

Everyone is worthy of love, but not me.

Everyone deserves second chances, but you can never catch a break.

Everyone needs a break to recharge, but you have to constantly run on empty.

Everyone has flaws and shouldn?t be ashamed to show them, but you have to be perfect.

How dare you try to be a human instead of a picture-ready Barbie doll.

You must be doing everything humanly possible for a high school student to do or you?re failing.

You didn?t do enough.

YOU?RE NOT ENOUGH.

You?ve never been enough.

No matter what you do, the amount of clubs and volunteer hours you?ve completed, you?re 

never enough. Never worthy enough for someone to love. Never enough for a second chance. 

Never enough to let someone in. Why even try when you know it?s not worth it? You?re going to fail. 

And if you don?t fail, I?ll make you think you have.

Welcome to my brain lately. It?s a never ending barrage of emotional attacks, poised at the ready 

when one finishes its blow. Incoming... 

I?ll make it out?  eventually. Just not today. Or probably tomorrow. But someday.

Drowning 

anonymous  
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Serendipit y, Serendipit y 

Charlotte Baumgard - Grade 11

it left you splintered

with 

clefts in all ten fingers, 

your hands rendered ineffectual 

yet still able to support a skull 

so hike up your head

and 

start shaking out the evocations 

of 

smiling at the solecisms 

stenciled on the supple skin 

of 

a serendipitous sun person 

and 

cyclical summer sirens 

singing seismic psalms 

to 

suspecting souls of sundry

Rylie Garvin 

Grade 12

We met in the winter,

As the air got cold

We fell in love,

As we were getting old

I said that I loved you,

You said that you cared

I was so excited,

But not yet prepared

For a toxic relationship,

Unhealable scars,

Many abusive words,

Until the 16th bar

Musical fantasies

Between you and I

Looking back on it now,

Makes me want to cry

I thought I could trust you

You proved me so wrong

It makes me never want

To sing another song

Unt il t he 16t h Bar

Michael Orth - Grade 11As I write this following page, I am filled with regret and frustration. 
The reasoning behind this is that writer?s block is quite a cruel master, 
and he has found himself on my doorstep. I have been in these 
circumstances many times. Unfortunately, I don?t know how to get out. 
So I continue digging this hole, praying that I find my way around. No 
matter how much I may hope, though, I?m still stuck, for the time 
being. Wait, was that a knock at the door? Now, my instinct to tear 
myself away from this Godforsaken project clashes with the craving to 
get this paper done. Please let it be for dinner. It cannot be, though, as 
I have checked the time regularly, and it is far too early. I listen closely, 
and nothing follows the knock (or was it even a knock)? I may never 
know for sure, as hearing things comes naturally for me. Besides, 
during periods of intense boredom, the mind wanders. Hold on, that 
could be my salvation! Let?s see, let?s see?  I have nothing. So I sit here, 
shaking the box of my creativity for small scraps, anything. Seemingly, 
nothing comes to me. At least it is fairly early. I still have some days to 
find my way. But for now, I slog through, attempting to find an idea.

The Wonder  of  Wr it ers Block  - Anonymous
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What is loneliness?

Is it forever falling, silently screaming for help?

Is it the feeling of being in dark bottomless waters,

drowning with no escape?

Or something more threatening?

It claws at you, scratches at you without leaving a mark

Loneliness begins small but keeps growing,

If it continues to spread, it seeps into your thoughts

It takes over your senses, creates a space of its own

The more it takes over, the more dangerous it becomes

Then, it begins to burgeon

Do you stop caring?

Do people try to help you fight it?

Now open your eyes 

Are you still lonely?

Or are you surrounded by people who want to help?

So tell me,

What is loneliness?

Is it an abyss of darkness deep in your mind?

Is it the fear that no one will be

there when you need them most?

Or is it something else?

Something that people help you with

Do you see?

Are you lonely now?

Loneliness 

Samarys Colon- Grade 9

I should do my school work 

I?l l  do it  lat er

I should clean my room 

It ?l l  just  get  m essy again  

I should hang out with my friends 

I don?t  feel l ike it  

I should study for my 3 tests 

tomorrow 

I?l l  be f ine 

I should practice 

It ?s point less 

Life is kind of pointless without you 

I wish we had more time together 

Just one more sunset 

One more beach day 

One more smile or laugh 

One more hug 

One more hour or minute 

Anything would have been enough 

One More 

Adi LeRoy - Grade 9
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All I ever do

Is save up all the

money

time

energy

I can

just to get my

ticket out.

I grew up in a town

that is very, very, very

small.

?A great place to raise children?

they call it.

But that is about all it?s really

good for.

Because the people who

grow up here never leave.

The population is a constant,

unchanging line;

The people who grow up

here never seem to get their

ticket out

Here is a secret

about a town as small as mine:

The people who were born here

die here.

And after two generations,

the hymns of their memory

slowly die out while

their bodies collect a thick layer of dust,

like an old set of delicate china

made fragile and weak

by years of neglect.

The people who die here

grow to be nothing

but a blot of unremembered ink

on an old family tree.

The people who die here

never got to escape.

And so I work day and night

to get my ticket out.

Because I refuse to be

just another insignificant blot of ink.

I march through life,

through this small town,

every day;

while the bones of the forgotten

crunch under my rhythmic feet.

I won?t waste a single moment

if it means I get my

ticket out.

Ticket s out  

Isabella Burch

Grade 9
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The smell of rich vanilla 

The warm touch of his fingers against my skin

It all made sense

Nothing less than perfection

Concealer under my darkened eye

Long sleeve shirts

Constant lying

Perished when he entered the room 

It did not matter that I was damaged

Hurt 

Broken

He took my tired soul in his hands

Unbearable warmth filled my chest 

That godlike smile

Those finely carved lips

Electrified me 

It was that feeling I craved the most

It tore my soul until satiated 

He was my medicine

And I was longing for my dose

I chose to ignore 

Bruises fell away 

Manipulative words I critiqued 

Excused violent arguments

At the end of the day

He saved me

No matter how much he took from me 

Or how much hurt he caused

It wasn?t until he left

That I realized he was killing me slowly

Knuckles bloody with no remorse 

He stole a piece of my soul that I shall never get back

Poison 

Dakota Bojako - Grade 9

she is the sea.

vast,

adored,

delicate and harsh in turn.

i am the sand.

small,

pervading,

dry and tumultuous in turn.

she?s stealing tiny pieces of me 

with every flourish of her uneven arms.

i?m clinging onto the fractured morsels of myself

with every remnant of compactness i can muster,

but my clustering agent is derived from her

and i despise the fact.

far below the surface that sunkissed sweethearts skip 
across, 

i swell with blistering jealousy.

she stays cool while i sweat beneath midday sunbeams,

she is resided in while i am stepped upon,

she glistens while i house shadows.

oceania 

Charlotte Baumgard - Grade 11
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Betrayed and cast aside

We march forth along the side

Reaching for a never-ending goal

Searching for a way to free our souls

The brimstone witch just out of sight

Keeping the fuel burning bright

We must continue to crawl

To try and end it all

Wars never ending call

For the sake of all

FORWARD CHARGE

Let none lead you astray

Follow the sound of my voice

Even though it wasn?t your choice

Stop all that stand in your way

FORWARD CHARGE

This our ending call

The only way to be freed

Remember your morals

Ignore the pain

Just to stop the tyrant 's reign

Stay calm

Don?t succumb

To the wails

Their pain will lead to their own gain

Their freedom can only be achieved by your push

Carry this weight for their own sake

Open Frenzy 

Dylan Kramer - Grade 12

Maggie Kauffman 

Grade 10

Julia Missimer Grade 10
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This obsession is tearing at every part of me, because of her

But there?s one thing I can?t have and it?s her hair color

I?m obsessed, it?s the one thing I can?t have because she?s ginger

Only thing I can do is to have my hair curled similar

I?m trying my hardest to be her

But the more I compare myself I look even uglier

My face isn?t skinny and I don?t have freckles

She is the equivalent to a beautiful white daisy with all of its petals

I?m obsessed

Because I know he thinks she?s pretty

Hearing me call myself ugly, so he gives me pity

But why else would he want her pinned on snap

Or over for his birthday

Luckily she got called into work? on a Sunday

She?s the perfect height with stick skinny legs

I?m obsessed with her thigh gap and lined abs

I?m tired of wanting to be her, so I ask myself not to beg

The way I portray this obsession is covered in red flags

She?s always with friends, making her life useful

But I sit alone after school listening to my thoughts being abuseful

I always see her on social media, wearing cropped tops and having fun

But I conceal every part of me because I hate looking at my fat, I?m just done

I try my hardest to be like her

Because if I were skinny, crop tops would be what I prefer

Her clothes are the cutest

And so is she

She?s all I ever wanted to be

Her  

Alyssa Armpriester 

Grade 11

Rylie Garvin 

Grade 12
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In early 2018, we adopted a dog from the Berks Humane Society. Her name was Zayley, a 
one-year-old Yorkie mix that had been found on the streets of Reading.

She fit in right away. She was always happy; always wagging her tail, begging for treats, 
standing on her hind legs for us to rub her belly. Sometimes, she would go absolutely off the 
walls, running in circles, growling while she aggressively dug her head into a blanket.

Zayley loved her family, but she wasn?t very fond of other dogs. Even Rocky, our sweet 
miniature schnauzer. If he got too much attention, she would snap at him and jump into our 
laps instead. She was never out to hurt Rocky, she just wanted all the love. She loved the 
kitty-cats. I can picture her ears going up and her head tilt ing as I write this. ?Where? are? the 
kitty-cats?? She would jump down from the couch, ready to chase them.

She was smart for being just a litt le thing. Any phrase that started with ?Do you? ? always 
got her excited. ?Do you want to go see Grammy? Do you want to go outside? Do you want a 
treat?? If we didn?t follow through with our suggestions, she?d start to grunt and cry. She always 
knew how to make us smile. She would cuddle and lick up your tears when you were sad. If it 
was too quiet, she?d grab her ?ball-y? and make everyone throw it for her.

Zayley was tough for how tiny she was. She wasn?t scared to snap if you made her angry. 
Once, she ran to the dog next door because she thought she owned the street, and she got put 
in her place. She was shaken around like a toy, which taught her a lesson. We stayed home while 
she was in surgery, worried about her fate. She came home all shaven with several stitches and 
even drains. We could tell how much pain she was in. She whined as she breathed. After a week 
of mostly sleeping on the sofa, she soon became herself again. We even had to stop her from 
getting too excited so her wounds wouldn?t open up.

But she made it through. Her scars faded and her hair grew back to its normal fluffy state. 
It was a miracle that she lived, and, eventually, it was as if nothing had ever happened.

It had been a normal night. We went on a walk and came back home to her barking on the 
windowsill, as usual. We came inside and settled down, my sister and I upstairs, and our Dad 
downstairs. I was working on homework, and my sister was looking at her phone. Zayley had 
one of her crazy spells where she started growling and scratching the sofa. The next minute, she 
was on her side, yelping. We yelled her name and shook her in an attempt to make it stop. We 
called Dad. We had never seen her do anything like this and we didn?t know what to do. By the 
time he got upstairs, the yelping had ceased, but she hadn?t gotten up. She wasn?t breathing. 
There was nothing we could do. She was gone. Forever.

Her death was so unexpected. She was only 3 or 4 years old, yet she must have had a 
heart attack or aneurysm. The unexpectedness only made it hurt so much more. I?ve never seen 
my Dad cry like that. She was his litt le baby. She kept him occupied without Mom being around, 
and when we were with Mom, she gave him something to be happy about.

I still can?t believe it. She was so young. It will haunt me forever, knowing that I watched 
her die. Was there something I should have done? What if I could have saved her? I try not to  

Unt it led

Madison Kubacki - Grade 11
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In your arms,

I am home.

In your arms, 

I am safe.

The way you hold me is like 

a child holding their blanket close

during a stormy and suffocating night

when they get scared.

The way you hold me is like

how the broiling sun 

holds the earth in its orbit,

keeping it in its place.

No time is truly enough.

Hours feel like minutes,

minutes feel like seconds.

Weekends go by too fast.

Goodbye hugs aren?t long enough.

Laying back in my bed,

reviewing everything in my head

with the smell of you still on my pillow.

I miss you already.

Call me when you?re home,

fall asleep on FaceTime with me,

so I don?t have to say goodbye twice.

Holding onto you, because

I know goodbye will come too soon.

Like the feeling of summer coming to an end,

yet feeling as if the break just started.

On winter nights, you can turn 

down the heat

so I?m forced to hold onto you,

like a teenager clutching

the last bits of their childhood.

During summer times, you can 

crank up the A.C. 

so I have to cling to your body

like a leaf to a tree

while the others have already 

fallen below.

In your arms,

I am safe.

In your arms, 

I am home.

Hom e 

Alexis Wehr - Grade 10

Rylie Garvin Grade 12
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I enjoy the smile on your face when you watch me wrestle

I feel beloved when you cheer me on 

Whenever I see you, all I think about is your love 

I think about your dark brown hair, your brown eyes that match mine, and your laughter 

I love you more than anyone else on this earth for bringing me into the world 

When I think of you, I think of a nice park with flowers and snow

I imagine squirrels running along the snow,

Children having snowball fights,

Flowers blooming 

I imagine you as a bear of cubs 

You keep me safe when I need it

You give me advice for my life 

You help me when I am alone and lost 

I'll never forget when you told me before my wrestling match,

?It 's not about how you lose or win, but how much effort was put in that loss or win.?

I still remember when I was in your arms 

Now we laugh at our litt le French bulldog running around the house

I remember our conversations about the gym or where we would eat next

I know you love candy, exercising, watching movies and going on car rides

You will always be my inspiration

Like a kid watching superman 

And I will never forget the first time we touched hands 

I love how you brought me to this land and the memories we made

You threw the best 17th birthday party I could have asked for 

All the Phantoms games we went to together 

When we are together we love to go to the gym

And when I was born, I remember you saying,

?I love him.?

I'll never forget those 3 important words

You remind me of a great mama bird watching over her kiddos

So thank you for being the best in the world

My Inspirat ion 

Mason Shelak - Grade 11
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The word love never really made much sense to me.

The way people threw it around made me think it wasn?t important.

Wasn?t a life changing word.

It?s not life changing, believe me.

For it?s just a word.

But the feelings behind it make all the difference.

I finally understood those feelings

When your eyes met mine,

And the possibilit ies became endless. 

I never questioned the word after that.

It naturally rolled off my tongue

The same way your name did.

The drug-like love you have given me

Is pumped through my body day and night.

And even as it takes over my senses, I do nothing to stop it.

You?ve made an addict out of my sober mind, 

And I praise you for it

By simply pushing my lips to yours.

But that?s not what your recovering mind craves.

The intimacy is enough for you, for us.

The feel of our hands interlocked.

The look of your sweatshirt on me.

The smell of my perfume on your shirt.

And the sound of my laugh as you say the corniest lines. 

You?re a simple man, you say

So our simpleness is more than enough for you.

And your love is more than enough for me.

Sim ple Love 

Jazmin Shellhammer 

Grade 12

Winter is near over, the snow come and gone,

But on one last miraculous day, I awake to a world 
transformed by white.

I am called into the magical wintry wood,

And the snow whispers to me, 

?Come and play. 

Come and play with me, just for one more day.

Come see how I have lightly dusted the earth,

For surely tomorrow, I will have melted.

Come see how I have lulled the trees into a soft 
slumber, 

For surely tomorrow, they will have awoken.

Come see how I have stilled the earth,

Chasing away the animals, so you can traipse 
undisturbed.

Come draw an angel in my skin.

Come stamp footprints into my body,

But just for one day, for surely tomorrow,

They will have been wiped clean.

Come breathe in the cold, cleansed air I have 
provided.

Come marvel at my silent beauty.

Come step into my world of wintry magic,

But just for this one last day,

Surely tomorrow, spring will have come.?

Just  for  a Day 

Taylor Henry - Grade 9
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The Gir l of  My Dream s 

Anonymous  

Oh how she moves, her hips and arms swaying 
and rotating as smooth as the skin on her hands 
after using her eco-lotion. Her nails manicured to 
just how she likes, smoothed cuticles and pristine 
under-nails gently brushing her dark cacao skin, 
like a creamless coffee with sweet honey as she 
rubs the warmth of Jove?s face into her pores. 
She rests on the edge of her bed, stertorous from 
dancing, her favorite record scratched to a halt as 
the needle ceased the music. I gaze into her 
muddy brown eyes and think of how they remind 
me of the bark on a growing tree, or the soil of 
the garden just outside the window. Her stature 
as a sculpture in marble from the renaissance, all 
of her curves and craters are of utmost beauty, 
her tones and bumps are like a gallery in Paris, 
making me bite my tongue as to not spill my 
heart and soul onto her lap. You would think I?m 
only here for her body as to the way I speak of 
her, but I assure you, I am not. I look into her 
deep, chocolate eyes. I don?t see a body, I only 
see another human being, just like me, that 
needs love just as much as I. Oh how she laughs, 
her voice flooding my ears like a rich sea canal 
after a hurricane, it echoes through my body and 
sends shivers down my spine. My smile moves in 
resonance to hers as I embrace her, pressing my 
lips onto hers, they?re soft, the perfect size for 
me. I could kiss her forever. Her psyche only 
knows kindness, for as long as I have known her, 
she has only ever shown me compassion. I only 
wish to return that, I wish to return the same love 
as more. Her voice feels like apricity, I long to 
hear it after even two seconds of silence. The 
parasthesia in my  face after you kiss my cheek 
when I return from work feels like fireworks in 
July. You feel like fireworks in July. And when your 
hands caress my face when I weep, wiping away 
my tears and loving away the pain. When you 
love that ache away I can only think of doing that 
for you too. Your scars and flaws make you 
insecure but all I can see is something that makes 
you twice as beautiful.

You could have stretch marks, no tummy or a big 
one, no thighs or big ones, a small nose or a big 
one, you could have crooked teeth, a natural 
tooth gap, big lips, doe eyes, a nose that?s as cute 
as a button, short lashes, acne, scars, you could 
have anything, I love everything and anything 
about you. Sorry to be the bearer of bad news? 
But oh goodness you?re just the bee?s knees. My 
darling, my strawberry, my honeybun, my 
dearest, my bunny, my loveybug, my sunshine, 
my luna, my craving, my stars, my sky, my Earth, 
my world, my universe, my everything. She feels 
like the summertime sun of my skin when I step 
outside early in the morning to the sound of the 
mourning doves and the cicadas buzzing in my 
ear to wake up the rest of the world. She feels 
like a fresh cup of coffee with just enough sugar 
and just enough oat milk. She feels like late 
nights on the phone with the window open, 
letting the cool midnight moisture into the dry 
bedroom. The way she talks is like hearing a 
lawn mower for the first time after a long cold 
winter, giving you the excitement for the 
warmest days of the year. She is late March, the 
clover under your bare feet at exactly 11:47 pm 
on a cool Saturday night after packing up the 
camping gear into the car before the trek home. 
She is the morning dew in late spring on the 
flowers in your garden, they glisten in the 
dawnlight and give you this feeling of clarity. She 
is the moon and the stars at 3:33 in the morning, 
she shows you everything in the world and 
promises you exactly that. Her breath moves in a 
pattern like the waves on the beach crashing into 
the soft sand, misting the air with the fresh smell 
of sea salt and feeling the stickiness of the air on 
sunburned, smiling cheeks.
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Waking up to the cool morning air

The smell of coffee fills the camper

Sitting outside and hearing the birds sing

Or waking up before the sun to get to the treestand

This is what camping is

Barely keeping my eyes open until legal shooting time

Or taking a morning walk through the woods with family

Seeing all the animals like turkeys, deer, and even the occasional 
bear

Wearing big rubber boots to keep my feet dry

This is what camping is

Playing board games one rainy days

Playing wiffle ball on sunny ones

Quality time with family 

Riding the gator through to woods 

This is what camping is

Simple lunches of peanut butter and jelly

Eaten with my sister and cousins

Making plans to walk to their house to swim and play

Enjoying the whole entire day

This it what camping is

Night comes closer and the fire gets warmer

The stars come out and the sun goes down

Talking by the fire we all start to become tired

Getting ready for bed in the tiny camper bathroom

This is what camping is

My Hom e Away From  Hom e 

Paige  Chase - Grade 9 

?You can do better than that.?

?You need to get stronger.?

?Are you even trying??

?Do you even want to be here??

?Do you have all A?s??

?Why don?t you have that done 

by now??

?Why didn?t you turn that in??

?Do you even care at all??

?You?re so lazy.?

?Do you even do anything??

?This isn't like you.?

The comments student-athletes get.

?Are you okay??

?Do you need a break??

The comments we never get.

Pressure 

Taryn Rittenhouse - Grade 9
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"It could've been worse"

But for me, it was the worst it could get

Never did I expect to go through that kind of pain

A kind of pain I couldn't even explain to anyone no matter how hard i tried 

Countless tears

Sleepless nights

You made me feel so weak

It was like I was knocked down with just a few words

Completely crushed within a few seconds

Like everything we created was torn apart with just one conversation

I always hoped that you would regret your wrongs

Maybe even come back

But really I was the one that just needed to heal

I didn't need you to come back in order for that to happen

You just filled a void that I didn't even know I had

But now I deal with it in other ways

And I couldn't be happier

So thank you, for leaving

heal 

Anonymous 

I work hard day and night

I push myself to be better 

Better than the person above me

The pain

The struggle

The stress

The tears and sweat

The thought you will never make it

The thought you will never be good enough

The feeling when you want to give up

The hours of long practice just to work on it again 
the next day

The pressure of family 

Coaches

And teammates

But in the end

It?s worth going through for something you love

?  Right?

Love of  Spor t s 

Addie Becht - Grade 9 

Keira Pelker 

Grade 12
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hey. it 's been a while since we last actually had a conversation or really spoke much at all. i mean 

mostly that 's my fault. but before i begin i doubt you will ever see this message at all. okay so 

first i just wanted to let you know i loved you. i loved you alot more than i thought i could ever 

love anyone. honestly, i loved you too much. i loved you to the point that when i tore my acl i 

couldn't process what i was really feeling mentally and i was more concerned about you. but i 

think that was the beginning of the end. in the beginning, like my first game, i was sort of able to 

process how i felt. i was even gonna try and talk to you about it, but i never did because of one 

simple thing that really made the dominos begin to fall. you got all upset and instead of texting 

me, you texted rachel. honestly, i don't think you know how much that hurts. after that i spent 

most nights not crying about my knee and injury, but about you and how i felt about the 

relationship. honestly that should have warned me of the things to come and yet it didn't. sure 

we had fun. it may have seemed to everyone else our relationship was fine, but it wasn't. even 

when i tried to fix things you never tried. you lied and manipulated me and instead of coming to 

me about problems in our relationship you went to others. i lost so much time worrying about 

us rather than actually worrying about how i was doing mentally. tearing my acl put me in the 

darkest place mentally i have been since my grandma passed away 3 years ago. i was dealing 

with a season ending injury, a season that i had put so many hours and tears and sweat and 

blood into. even when i was sitting at practice, instead of talking with my teammates and 

socializing with them, i spent all of my time talking to you and listening to all of the things you 

had going on. i'm not saying they aren't important but you never gave me the time to really talk 

about how i was feeling and honestly it makes me sad. because i put so much more into our 

relationship than i actually got out of it. plus i missed what could be my one and only 

homecoming because of you. the fact that you didn't want to go tore me apart because i really 

wanted to go and yet because you said you didn't want to, i didn't go. and what is even worse is 

the fact that a lot of my friends went and asked why i hadn't gone. but ultimately i think the most 

upsetting part is all of the time i spent worrying about someone who didn't care as much as i did, 

or take the time to listen as much as i did or not say they didn't want to do something. or 

someone who held so much power over me. because honestly the night i found out about all the 

lies with rachel i wanted to break up with you then but didn't because you held so much power 

over me. it took abby to type what i wanted and send it because i couldn't. so i just thought you 

needed to know. honestly i feel sorry for the next person you decide to get in a relationship with 

if you don't change and mature because honestly from our relationship i could tell you didn't 

know how to have one.

Unsent  Message 

Anonymous 
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this isn?t going to be pretty

and this isn?t going to be good

i can?t tie this up with a bow 

i can?t paint this pain romantically 

because this isn?t a love story,

nor is this a breakup letter 

and this isn?t feminism, 

nor is this art.

this is my humanity.

and You (boy genius), 

You don?t deserve my pretty words 

You don?t deserve my metaphors 

You don?t deserve to be an artist 

You don?t deserve to be a painter 

how dare you paint me regardless

and how dare you get angry when i don?t like what i see 

how dare you sketch my shoulders 

and my arms 

and my legs 

and the back of my head 

on a whim, 

from memory,

without the presence of your muse,

without a thought

how dare you believe you deserve my body,

my appendages, 

my complexion

how dare you believe you deserve me 

how dare you believe you?re an artist

how dare you 

You daring litt le thing, 

You are not an artist 

You are a coward 

and a slaughterer 

and a schemer

You think You?re so smart, 

so vast,

so genius 

and You are

because everyday i uncover a million tiny You?s 

in every diner, 

in every movie, 

in every back road and street 

they pervade my passions, my power, my prose

but i set fire to every You i encounter 

because I?ll die before I become what you did to me,

before i become how you painted me

and lord, it?s unfair,

that you get to waltz out unscathed 

while I wear every word you spoke like a sadistic 
tattoo

but I?m burning every tiny you 

to ensure that if this kills me, it kills you too

A Mil l ion Tiny You's 

Charlotte Baumgard 

Grade 11

Kristian Wolf - Grade 12
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Deep

Deeper and deeper

Deep within the dream

Nothing is what it seems

Ideals dying

Truths lying

In the depths of dream

The truth sleeps

What will be found

What has drowned

All the way deep down

In the depths of dream

In the minds shadow

Do they burn bright

Do they snuff out the light

Or stay out of sight

In the depths of dream

The fuel to their hearts

Secrets lie

Desires hide

Hidden from eye

In the depths of dream

Coward find courage

Weaklings find strength

Bravery finds fear

In the depths of dream

Fears take form

?I can help?   ?Don?t leave me? ?Don?t laugh?

?Take me with you?  ?I?m strong too?    ?Gotta help?

?Nobody messes with them!?   ?They?re in danger!?   ?They need me!? 

In the dreamer?s deep

Dream er 's Deep

Dylan Kramer- Grade 12

 It  Wasn?t  Supposed t o End l ike This

Alexis Seymour - Grade 10 
Walking in the halls, 

avoiding eye contact.

He?s a scar that would be ripped open with one simple 
glance.

To go back to normal with him is all I wish, 

But I will not be the first to make amends,

So we both ignore each other,

but deep down, we both know, 

it wasn?t supposed to end like this.

Maggie Kauffman 

Grade 10
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Tis the season to be Jolly

But not for Holly

The Christmas ham went up in flames

Holly had to take all the blame

Even though it was Billy who sabotaged the stove

But Billy is the family clove

He is spoiled from head to toe

He doesn?t even have to shovel the snow!

Holly was not a happy camper

She lost all her manners

Holly now lives on the streets

For she is too scared to retreat

Billy finally admits the truth

For Holly is still in her youth

Holly is welcomed back 

Holly isn't  Jolly

Aeryn Gannon - Grade 9

She was done

Completely had it

There was a line,

And he had crossed it

He beat her down,

Belittled her lots,

Abused her mind,

And plagued her thoughts

She cried her last tear,

And watched it slowly drop

Her mind filled with murder,

As it rose to the top

She grabbed her knife,

Twirled it with flare,

Snuck up behind him,

And played with his hair

He said ?Hey babe,?

As she didn?t flinch

She sunk the knife in,

And he felt a big pinch

Blood oozed from his neck,

And he started to choke

She watched in awe,

And her smile never broke

She was finally free,

Let go of his grasp,

Dropped a rose on his grave,

As she got the last laugh

The Rose 

Michael Orth - Grade 11

Sidney Turner 

Grade 10
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Sidney Turner - Grade 10

Nost algia 

Jessica Hummel - Grade 12
Days like today have a familiar feeling that come every now and again. One that makes me miss the 
times long gone. Moments which I cherish, but can never return to. A feeling of spring is in the air, it 
takes me back to the times before our smiles were hidden in public by the masks on our faces. To 
the times before a mass feeling of panic every time I step into public, exposed to those who could be 
getting me sick. Before the uncertainty of being able to physically step foot in school the next day. I 
long for the days when I was more naive. The days in which I was completely unaware of what life 
had in store for me. What life had in store for all of us. Three years ago is where I always return to. 
While within the same walls of this school, a completely different experience now. Different people, 
different outlooks on life, different energy. I wish to go back to the blissful and exciting time that was 
freshman year. My only stress being from an essay I?ve long forgotten now, not decisions that shape 
my entire future. I crave the simple gestures that don?t exist anymore within these halls. A meetup 
with friends after period three geometry before taking the short trek to the music hall. The trashcans 
we met up at left shortly after his graduation. A daily high-five on the way to whatever period 5-lunch 
combination we had, also a forgein thought. Those days, my motivation to get by was a weekly trip to 
the diner and spring musical rehearsal. I never went home those days, being completely driven by 
pure energy and excitement for what the rest of the year had in store. These days, I?m barely able to 
get myself to participate in these same activities I wouldn?t have survived freshman year without. The 
people that inspired me to pursue these things, also detached from my life. Some are still around, a 
constant reminder of what could?ve been and what we did share in the past. Others, so far gone I 
haven?t spoken to them face-to-face in months. I look back at the pictures. Short bursts capturing the 
hours upon hours of memories we share. If only I could go back. But I have to push on. New people, 
new experiences, new energy. A season spent with the soccer team, despite no previous connection. 
Turning a rainy senior night into an unforgettable night at the diner down the road. The chaos of a 
school play. One canceled after spirits were low, only to be brought back because someone believed 
in us. The other, full of energy, brought the high from coming straight off the last. I long for the times 
with my old friends, yet revel in the excitement of having new ones. High fives traded for the word 
?bestie!? being shouted from across the hallway. Electric Light Orchestra songs exchanged for those 
by Panic! At the Disco and David Bowie. Days like this have a familiar feeling. One longing for days 
long gone. But they also feel like new beginnings. And that?s okay. 

Bryce Bechtel - Grade 9
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Life;

Hard or easy

It all depends on a human?s decisions.

Every day could be the same,

Or possibly different

It all depends on a human?s decisions.

Whether school or work,

Whether traveling or staying home,

Whether love or hate the job,

Whether employed or unemployed,

Life as of the present day could be fun or boring

It all depends on a human?s decisions.

One individual human

Simply making decisions every moment,

Harmful or beneficial

Constantly trying to make the day.

It all depends on a human?s decisions.

It  Relies on a Hum an 

Thea Gangewere - Grade 9

Rylie Garvin 

Grade 12

Keira Pelker Grade 12
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In our current day in age many artists create with a clear objective-- to make good art. Yes, I am aware 
that that?s certainly an understandable and respectable goal. If you?re doing something you might as well 
do it well, right? Sure. But this idea has been so ingrained in us as a society that we believe everything we 
do, everything we say, everything we create must be -- if not perfect -- emphatically impressive. This 
mindset has fostered inherent competitiveness among fellow artists. Often times while engulfed in a 
creative endeavor, one will frequently compare themselves to other artists and convince themselves that 
once they can create something ?better? than the artists around them, their art will finally mean 
something. As an additional result of the push for ?good art,? the average person is deterred from 
creating their own pieces of work simply because they fear that it will turn out poorly. They believe that if 
they?re not destined to be the next Rembrandt, or the next Fincher, or the next Cobain then there?s 
nothing they can gain from making art. I find this telling about our society in the sense that -- more than 
anything -- art has severely deviated from its true meaning and purpose. 

Art certainly has a far deeper meaning and purpose besides being a medium that demands perfection, a 
much more guttural and human meaning. Art is the absolute lifeblood of the human experience-- it 
courses through our veins with fervor, with radical joy, with a fire that cannot be forged by anything else 
on Earth. Art has the supreme power to influence our choices, our thoughts, and our opinions. It is a 
perfectly integral part of being a human and equating it to black and white or good and bad is the stark 
contrast of what we should be doing with art. What we should be doing with art is creating to feel, 
creating to influence, creating to be human, and creating to be alive. 

A prime example of art being used for good is the HIV/AIDS crisis of the 1980s. In the summer of 1981, a 
string of rare cancers in otherwise perfectly healthy men cropped up in hospitals around New York and 
California. This was the large onset of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Doctors were confused; they had never 
seen something quite like these medical anomalies and for years they became frantic trying to pinpoint 
the cause. The public was terrified, they were viewing these perfectly healthy young people become so 
sick with pneumonia and other illnesses that they would die within days. The cause was unknown. The 
element of contagion was unknown. Everything about this illness was unknown. After a while, a pattern 
was detected. Most people falling prey to this virus had one glaring characteristic in common: they were 
young, gay men. It was at this point that the public?s fear bore its teeth and grew into anger. They had a 
scapegoat now. Many people began to claim that AIDS was ?God?s just punishment? for gay people?s 
?sinful? lifestyles, for a while, AIDS was referred to as ?gay cancer,? and the government largely ignored the 
epidemic?  President Ronald Raegan refused to even say the word ?AIDS? until years after it had taken 
thousands of lives. When examining the AIDS crisis, it?s important to recognize that the catastrophes and 
deaths that this time period claimed were not solely caused by the ferocity of HIV. Though HIV is 
undeniably an awful and devastating virus, treatment of it would?ve been miles more effective if the 
government looked past their own personal bias towards gay people and viewed those with AIDS as 
human beings rather than sinners. They refused to fund efforts to find a cure for HIV/AIDS because they 
didn?t agree with gay people and their ?lifestyles.? 

This infuriated the LGBT community and its allies. They didn?t know what to do; their friends were being 
killed, their lives were being disregarded, they were being persecuted at an increased rate, and they were 
being ignored and mocked by the very people who were supposed to protect them. They ended up doing 
the only thing they could: act up. Many of them participated in frequent protests, became caregivers for 
people with AIDS, staged acts of public disobedience, and created plays, movies, music, and visual art that 
reflected their current situation and demanded change. 

The Power  of  Ar t  

Charlotte Baumgard - Grade 11
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Some notable works include but are certainly not limited to?  Tony Kushner?s legendary 8-hour play 
?Angels in America? which follows the oddly connected lives of Prior Walter (a young gay man that is HIV 
positive), his boyfriend Louis (a young Jewish gay man), Joe Pitt (a Republican, Mormon clerk that is 
secretly gay), his wife Harper (an agoraphobic, Valium-addicted woman) and Roy Cohn (a McCarthyist 
lawyer and power broker who is secretly gay and HIV positive). The play explores themes of humanity, 
loyalty, and mortality through incredibly creative and inventive metaphors and allegories. It premiered on 
Broadway in 1993 and has since been made into an HBO miniseries starring Al Pacino and Meryl Streep 
and was revived in a Tony award-winning Broadway production starring Andrew Garfield and Nathan 
Lane. Next, based on the opera La Boheme, the Pulitzer-Prize winning rock musical penned by the late 
Jonathan Larson, ?Rent,? follows a group of friends in 1990s New York City as they grapple with their 
reality that has been entirely shaken up by HIV/AIDS. Together, they face the adversity of heartbreak, 
addiction, classism, loss, and of course the many awful consequences of HIV. Despite the creator passing 
away before it even graced the stage of a Broadway theater, Rent won 4 Tony awards and has since been 
made into a major motion picture, performed all over the globe, and is currently on a 25 year anniversary 
tour. Also, directed by Norman Rene, the 1989 film ?Longtime Companion? starring Bruce Davidson, 
Dermot Mulroney, and Mary-Louise Parker follows a group of predominantly gay men through the rise of 
HIV in the 80s/90s. It presents the viewer with the harsh reality of AIDS as one watches the disease tear 
through the friend group and force them to attend funeral after funeral after funeral. It also shows how 
the human spirit -- even after being beaten down by so many awful things -- can persist through love and 
humor. This film took home the GLAAD Media Award for Outstanding Film. Finally, Keith Haring?s 
graffit i-art became paramount in protests for the fight against HIV/AIDS. He used his signature style to 
depict integral phrases of the movement such as, ?Silence Equals Death,? ?Ignorance Equals Fear,? and 
?Actual Reality, ACT UP, Fight Aids,? as well as often depicting the pink triangle. Even following his death in 
1990, he was widely considered a largely active figure in the fight against AIDS.

These works not only fueled the already thriving fire of the LGBT communities anger, but they also 
connected on a deeply personal level to people who might have been in fear of people with the virus. 
They changed public opinions and helped skeptical and slightly hateful people feel compassion and 
humanity. They enacted change at a time when government officials refused to. Without them, AIDS 
might still be a death sentence today.

These works weren?t created to win the ever-present metaphorical competition between artists or to be 
perfectly polished, truly ?good? pieces of work, they were created because they had to be. 

I looked at you all day every day with this feeling that I assumed was love. We shared moments 
of happiness and we had something that I could never have with someone else. We swore that it 
was us to the bitter end. Oh boy, it was bitter alright. From the fights to the ignoring, to the 
bitterness to the hurt, we never seemed to fit together. We were like those two puzzle pieces 
that seem like they?re the matching pieces, but, when you put them together, you find out they 
don't, in fact, fit together at all, nor could they ever. I know, if I had a choice to do it again, I still 
would choose that mistake to be in my life. But, that?s the fun aspect, either a hit or miss and you 
rebound.

Lucid Il lusions 

Meadow Himmelberger - Grade 10
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I look at you and I see the weariness in your eyes

As you hang your head, your soft orange hair falls and covers half of your face

But I'm staring at you from two tables over, looking at your eyes

Those tired green hazel eyes

Your dark circles are puffy, slightly purple, so I sit here wondering if you've been crying with those tired 
eyes 

Those tired, puffy, green hazel eyes

Our conversations were meaningless

Is that why you would never look at me?

All I wanted to do was stare into your eyes

Because at the time they weren't tired

They were filled with excitement because you weren't lonely anymore

What used to be shiny jade eyes with hints of forest green and specks of chocolate brown

Are now a dull hazel with bits of pine, almost lifeless, as if they're hiding something

But your freckles keep you alive

They keep those tired, puffy, green hazel eyes alive

I promise I'm not grieving over you 

There's nothing deep down that I hold onto 

I just miss your eyes when they were shiny 

I miss the touch of your softly combed orange hair 

Our hugs were a few seconds 

And our cuddling would be ours

Although the touch didn?t feel right, it was nice to be held 

But now your eyes are tired 

And your hair is slightly messy 

And deep down inside, you crave something

Green Hazel Eyes 

Alyssa Armpriester - Grade 11

Since the first time laying my eyes on you

I knew you were for me 

Since the first time stepping in your home

I felt like I was finally free

My love for you is very simple

And it all started when I was litt le

This game is not just a game for me

But something that soothes me 

Almost like a late night walk along the sea

Ever since my first dollar spent on you

Making a bond that not a soul could break 
through

The set off of the buzzer at the end of each 
quarter

Continues to get better as we grow older

This journey between us is not yet over

Just more memories to be made as we get older

Dear  Basket ball

Anonymous 

Jayden Avans

Grade 10
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My lips are sore,

Stitched together with barbed wire

 Sacred, undeserving words climbing the fence,

 Bleeding the longer they stay behind 

My throat is torn,

Ripped by pills in shades of white and blue

The bitter taste of artificial serotonin stains my tongue,

Digesting a trial of happiness 

My ears are aching,

Invalidating quotes of those who once cared,

Those who once filled me with hope instead of guilt,

Guilt that incinerates any reassurance that slips by 

My eyes are dark,

Pupils that hold images of undesirable memories

Empty tear ducts blocked by agony

Ghastly eyelids weighed down by salt-soaked lashes  

My head is restless,

Climbing monkey bars of reflection,

Swinging from one bar to the next,

Fretting thoughts playing a game of tag below

My body is a morgue of resting thoughts

The perspiration of misery escapes every pore,

Flooding my movements with stiffness,

Rusting my joints, disintegrating from erosion 

My Everyt hing 

Meadow Shane - Grade 12

The smell of freshly fallen snow

Like a fresh new day

Like starting over

Like making amends

The smell of a light spring rain

Like the start of a new life

Like enjoying the growth of life

Like awaiting the big event

The smell of grass freshly cut in 

summer

Like the highlight of a movie

Like the climax of a book

Like the end of a game

The smell of fallen leaves in autumn

Like the end of a chapter 

Like finding a satisfying closure

The Sm ells of  t he Season 

Anonymous

Maggie Kauffman 

Grade  10
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As I sit here in this lonely box

Hearing every tick on the clock

My back hurts from the eight hours of sitting

Never allowed to talk, so I start whispering

It 's not supposed to be recess, but it feels like jail

Maybe I'll get dressed coded so it can be a bail

Because shoulders and thigh skin is so distracting

It 's the same thing, every day it seems to end up happening

The girls don't eat lunch so they can be pretty and skinny

The boys are strong and talk about sports with loud 

bickering

We all pretend to be someone we're not, in this lonely box

But we're not allowed to speak, so all we have are our 

thoughts

The sun shines bright, but our homework keeps us inside

Stacks of useless busywork we need to complete and abide

Sleeping for four hours and sitting for eight

The math doesn't add up, and so my head always aches

We're all so tired of our unused creative thoughts

As we sit here and wait to go home from this lonely box

Our minds are chained up with internal shackles and kept 

hidden

The abilit ies our bodies hold are forever forbidden 

The Lonely Box 

Alyssa Armpreister - Grade 11

Maggie Kauffman

Grade10
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I?ve wondered, since I could even think,

What happens when my life is ?on the brink??

Do I travel to an emerald city with streets of gold?

Or back onto Earth with a secret never to be told?

Will I be forced to watch others make the same mistakes as I?

Or will I be the one helplessly watching them die?

Will my knowledge confuse those who haven?t been?

Or will I stay silent, answering their questions with a grin?

Will I be allowed to tell the world about the wonders above? 

Or will I forget, given another chance to fall in love?

Will I be lucky to get a once-in-a-lifetime chance?

Or will I be trapped, entertained watching the stars dance?

Who wouldn?t wish to right their wrongs?

And change the endings of those sad songs?

These are the things that cross my mind at night?

What happens when I see that tunnel?s light?

I Wonder ... 

Meghan Wickersham - Grade 9

Her heart breaks as his grows

For what, we do not know

Time flows and flows

As she hits her all time low

Harmful to believe this is what she owes

The internal clock ticks and ticks

But what should she do?

The love is full of conflicts

There is only one option she can pursue

As she slowly drifts

Doubt clouded her mind

Why has it come to this?

So many lies

Slowly descending into the black abyss

Peace at last, as she sighs

Wit her ing 

Leiland Wisniewski - Grade 9
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absorbing in all ?they? want 

trying your best

feeling defeated despite it

work

work

work

sports, school, home

there is no escape from the shadow of the daughter they desire

a daughter who isn't you

living your entire life in another 's shadow

another who is in fact a figure of your parents imagination

being second to someone who doesn?t even exist

having your future decided for you before you even took your first breath

living and breathing to please others

the cycle ends here.

expect at ions 

Olivia Wilhelm - Grade 9

In year number 1,  I was experiencing something new.

It seemed as if I didn't know what I was getting into.

Year number 3 was the first time in the ocean.

In year number 4 I could start to experience emotion.

Year number 5 was a huge step.

It was time for a prep.

I was going to kindergarten.

AS I GREW OLDER.

I started to feel that weight on my shoulder.

At times life got extremely rough.

Times to the point where I felt as if I wasn't enough.

AS I GREW OLDER.

I should have told her.

People come and go.

Now in year 15, I learned you must just go with the flow.

Grow ing Older

Anonymous

Sideny Turner

Grade 10
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Walking down the long crowded halls

My thoughts are closing in just like these bare walls

Face burning, can?t catch a breath

What is this awful feeling that?s taking me over, is it death?

I want to run and hide in the dark

Red eyes and wiped tears are the only left mark

Everyone staring, everyone judging

These thoughts won?t leave me alone, they?re not budging

Panic attacks only last a few minutes, they say

Which is true, but why does it feel like a whole day

Who is this new version of myself, I don?t know

Why is my once high energy so low

I don?t feel like me

Would the world just leave me alone and let me be

I don?t want to talk today

I don?t want to go to school today

I don?t want to fake a smile today

I don?t want you to tell me what to do

As if you are me and understand what I?m going through

No not today

Social Anxiet y 

Ashleigh Mask - Grade 9

Alexis Seymour 

Grade 10
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He? ?loved? ?when? ?she? ?was? ?close,? ?as? ?it? ?would? ?bring? ?him? ?instant? ?joy.? ?He? ?loved? ?to? ?see? ?her? ?emotions? 
?change? ?from? ?happiness? ?to? ?sadness? ?to? ?anxiety.? ?He? ?studied? ?her? ?every? ?move.? ?Fascination? ?was? ?a? ?big? 
?part? ?of? ?his? ?life,? ?prodding? ?him? ?to? ?make? ?his? ?everyday? ?decisions.? ?Most? ?days,? ?he? ?would? ?spend? ?hours? 
?just? ?staring? ?at? ?her? ?Hollywood-born? ?face.? ?Spending? ?hours? ?at? ?a? ?9-5? ?job? ?was? ?a? ?chore? ?to? ?him,? ?taking? 
?him? ?away? ?from? ?his? ?beautiful? ?counterpart? ?at? ?home.? ?This? ?night? ?was? ?a? ?special? ?night? ?the? ?man? ?was? 
?never? ?going? ?to? ?forget.? ?He? ?got? ?off? ?work? ?early? ?just? ?to? ?come? ?home? ?and? ?take? ?part? ?in? ?that? ?night 's? 
?festivities.? ?He? ?came? ?home? ?to? ?find? ?his? ?wife? ?in? ?the? ?spot? ?he? ?is? ?used? ?to? ?seeing? ?her? ?in.? ?She? ?lays? ?on? ?the? 
?couch,? ?waiting? ?for? ?him? ?to? ?come? ?home? ?every? ?day.? ?Excitedly,? ?he? ?runs? ?over? ?to? ?her,? ?just? ?to? ?admire? ?her? 
?gorgeous? ?face.? ?Every? ?detail? ?was? ?known? ?to? ?him,? ?like? ?the? ?mole? ?on? ?her? ?right? ?cheek,? ?to? ?the? ?scar? ?going? 
?down? ?her? ?forehead.? ?His? ?fingers? ?ran? ?through? ?her? ?long? ?blonde? ?hair? ?as? ?he? ?smiled? ?with? ?glee.? ?Right? 
?then? ?and? ?there,? ?he? ?noticed? ?something.? ?The? ?girl? ?he? ?once? ?knew? ?was? ?not? ?noticeable? ?anymore.? ?Her? 
?face? ?was? ?emotionless? ?and? ?her? ?hair? ?was? ?getting? ?tangled.? ?He? ?decided? ?that? ?he? ?wanted? ?another? 
?woman,? ?so? ?he? ?grabbed? ?her? ?severed? ?head? ?and? ?placed? ?it? ?in? ?the? ?freezer? ?to? ?visit? ?at? ?a? ?later? ?date.? ?He? 
?then? ?walked? ?to? ?the? ?garage? ?where? ?he? ?saw? ?her? ?body,? ?laying? ?there? ?still,? ?now? ?festered? ?with? ?maggots.? 
?Walking? ?over? ?to? ?her? ?corpse,? ?he? ?could? ?not? ?stand? ?the? ?smell.? ?The? ?man? ?then? ?grabbed? ?his? ?black? ?ski? 
?mask?, ?his? ?keys, and his blade, and he ?got? ?in? ?his? ?car ?and? was ?off? ?to? ?find? ?another? ?lover.? ?

The Love St ory 

Michael Orth - Grade 11

Thea Gangwere - Grade 09
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There is a litt le tapping on the door as my dad walks in to say good morning to me, I sat up as he gave me 
a kiss on the head. I smiled as he picked me up from my bed. I am in my litt le footy pajamas with 
adorable mini sized unicorns and knights on them. As he takes me out of my room to the kitchen, I notice 
something. The front door was wide open, but I didn't say anything. Mom made me pancakes that smell 
sweet like her. Dad puts me down in my high chair as Mom puts a stack of pancakes with berries and 
whipped cream over them with syrup draped over the whole thing on my tray. As I was eating, my dog 
Uno jumped up and licked my face clean. I giggled and pet him as Dad got him down so I could finish 
eating. As soon as I finished, dad gave me a cup of milk that I downed right away. Afterwards I got out of 
my high chair and crawled over to my toys. I started to hit them on the ground as Uno came over and 
licked me once again and knocked me on my back as I laughed with joy. I pet Uno and giggled more as 
Mom came over and picked me up and placed me into her lap. She does my hair as I played with my toy 
blocks, putting my hair into pigtails and I smiled as she shows me in her camera screen on her phone. I 
saw something move at my bedroom door through the phone screen. I got down and crawled my way 
into my room. I heard something in my closet making weird noises that sounded horrendous like 
something was scratching around in it. I started to cry, so Mom and Dad ran to pick me up and cuddle 
me. I cried like crazy and they put me in my cradle as I saw a small bunny-like creature with huge teeth, 
horns on its head and frosted-over eyes. It has been snowing out for the past couple weeks. I screamed 
as my mom and dad picked me back up and held me dearly. As the creature crawled under the heater 
grate out of view, I panted for a bit as tears ran down my face and I stared at the last place I saw it. The 
rest of the day was ok and happy because I didn't see that horrifying creature again. 

A couple days later, as Mom was doing my hair up to go see Grandma and Grandpa, I saw the creature 
run past the doorway of the living room to go to the kitchen. There was some rustling in the kitchen, and 
Dad yells for Uno thinking it 's him, but Uno is asleep in his doggy bed. Mom tells him that Uno is in his 
bed and to go check on what it is. I stared at the door as Dad went into the kitchen. Dad screamed and 
fell to the floor. As the creature tried to bite his face, Mom rushed to put me down. She quickly gets her 
old bat that she used to play baseball with and hits the creature into the wall. I start to cry as mom goes 
to the creature to see what it is. As it had grown bigger than what I'd seen days earlier, it woke up. It 
attacked Mom and they struggled behind the island in the kitchen. I scream as I see Mom's legs go limp 
and get dragged away as Dad quickly comes over and grabs me. He runs out of the house holding me. 
Dad puts me in my car seat with tears in his eyes and starts the car and drives off. 

About 16 years after my mom disappeared I came back to the house missing my Mom and Dad. Dad gave 
me to my grandparents when he couldn't take it anymore and took his own life. I still see my Mom and 
Dad's pictures. I walked through the house and it 's completely empty. As I keep walking around looking at 
the old walls that once were my childhood home seeing how happy we were as a family, I hear Mom's 
sweet voice telling me to come to her. I follow the sound to the heater grate in my old bedroom. I look 
down in it and ask why she's down there. There was no answer but the creature jumps up at the bars. I 
jolt back and crawl back looking at it. It looked like Mom but with spider-like arms. I look at her bloodshot 
eyes with terror. She smiles a really toothy smile and tells me to hug her and that she missed her darling 
litt le girl, that Daddy took me away for himself. I started to tear up. I scream at the creature that Dad has 
been dead since I was twelve. She looks at me and moves closer as she licks her chapped lips. I stand up 
and run out of the room slamming the door in what seemed to be my mother 's face. She catches the 
door with her grimy hands and breaks the door off its hinges. I run into the kitchen and there is blood on 
the ground where I saw my Mom last. So I turned on the gas stove and ran out of the house, throwing a 
match in the house, on the floor, and slamming the door shut. As I go running behind a tree, the house 
blows up in flames and it gets burnt to the ground. I stand there looking at my childhood house burn 
down, and I hear sirens. Firemen come and put it out, and police take me to jail. The firemen tell my 

Big Bad Boogie Man - Chassiddy Drexel - Grade 11



I watched the flame of our love dance in the wind. At times it stood tall and strong, not 
even the strongest breeze able to blow the flame out. As the light winds blew across the 
fire, it moved more violently, almost dying before miraculously relighting itself once 
more. I had watched this go on for months, tense and cautious as to not kill it once and 
for all. I even went as far as to not breathe at all, as to try to save us as the winds picked 
up once more. But I shouldn?t have tried to stop anything, for you snuffed out the flame 
just as fast as you had lit it.

Shor t  Lived Candle - Jazmin Shellhammer - Grade 12

I wake up staring at nothing but the ceiling for 5 minutes, hesitating to get out of bed.

I get up one foot after the other walking to the bathroom doing everything I did yesterday, the day before and the day 

after that.

Brush my teeth

Take a shower, dress up 

Wait for the bus, go to school, walk up and down stairs to get to classes

Go up and down crowded halls.

Eat lunch, take test, leave at 2:30, go take the bus back home, do homework

Study for test, get ready for practice 

3 hours later, I come back home, take a shower, eat, go to bed and repeat the same cycle again.

I was just a freshman 

Now I?m really in 9th grade 

It was just Thanksgiving now it?s going to be Christmas in a couple days 

I wanna change it up

I wanna be excited everyday to go to school 

I wanna be great 

But I feel like the time is passing away and don't know what to do 

What do I do? Everyday I wonder 

While the time is passing by 

There?s really nothing to do but let the cycle repeat each time 

My Cycle Repeat s 

Anonymous 
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Grandma that there were drawings of me and my Dad in the basement in blood. I got admitted 
into an insane asylum for telling my story of what happened to my Mom as they found her body 
in the basement. My dog Uno was never found and I still wonder where he went sometimes.

 I count the days till my Grandma says she will get me out. Why didn't the cops believe me? Was I 
really crazy? I don't think I am, but I might be. This was my story about how I got put into the 
asylum. Crazy isn't it huh? Well hopefully I see you on the outside or my story gets out. I hope 
this never happens to you.



While he sat there, broken by the fact that the people he once knew as friends were now his 

enemies, he wished that he could?ve gone back to where he started. A happy boy, he would push 

himself and his team to be the best that they could?ve been. He was a sophomore, 16 at the 

time, and he was a part of the school?s cheerleading team. At the time, he loved it. Every day he 

was at practice was a good day. His team, consisting of freshman to seniors, was not as excited 

for practice as Michael. Practice was a chore to them. They would dread having to work out and 

having to put effort into their day-to-day work. 

As Michael walked through the halls at school, he saw his friends.

?Are you excited for practice today, Sophie?? said Michael to one of his favorite teammates.

?No Michael, my feet hurt from strength today,? said Sophie. She was a smaller girl, with a 

personality as big as the sun. Michael respected his peers. He looked up to them with all of his 

might. The day progressed slowly, but Michael saw more of his teammates at school. 

?Hey, Marie! Excited for practice today?? he asked.

?Not really, I want to go home and see my boyfriend,? she said.

?Oh yeah, I understand, why not take a personal day?? he pondered 

?Coach won?t let me, she always asks why I need a day off and she knows when I lie,? Marie said. 

The coach was a nightmare. She was a middle-aged woman, average height with a voice as loud 

as the sea. If the coach was yelling, everyone would know. The team respected their coach, as 

she had raised them since they were kindergarten cheerleaders. Michael, on the other hand, 

hated his coach. He despised the way she treated him and his friends. She would berate and say 

the rudest things to them while calling it motivational. 

?Michael, finish your workout, I don?t want you to be any bigger than you are.? the coach would 

say. This hurt Michael because he was already insecure about his body and the way he looked. 

The coach?s aura was plagued with such negativity and malice towards others, it was no wonder 

the team was full of cliques and drama. The team would form groups at practice, symbolizing 

the state of isolation new team members felt. These groups would target others and put them 

down just for the fun of it. Outsiders would be persecuted by the vicious and animalistic ways of 

these cliques. Sadly, Michael knew how it felt to be an outsider. All he wanted to do was fit in and 

be a member of the team. Michael realized the only way he could fit in is if he wasn?t himself. 

?Maybe I should just try to be funnier, and make fun of people for attention. People would like 

me then right?? he pondered. He was having a war inside himself in which his personality was 

fighting the fake Michael that everyone was starting to like. His personality which got him where 

The Circle 

Michael Orth - Grade 11
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he was, made him all of his real friends, and made him likable was starting to drift off. He was 

changing and there was no stop in sight. That day at practice, he changed, and everyone started 

to like him. He would complain to others about not being a part of their exclusive groups and 

teams. All Michael wanted was to be a part of the golden and awestricken competition team. The 

coach made everyone try out in early October, resulting in many tears and some cheers. 

?What 's wrong Daisy? Did something happen?? Michael asked.

?Yes Michael,? Daisy sobbed, ?I didn?t make the team. All I want to do is belong and they won?t let 

me. I know I have potential, Michael, don?t I??

?Of course you do, Daisy. Everyone has potential, especially you.? Michael consoled. Daisy had 

the smile that could make a rainy day sunny. Unfortunately, not a lot of people got to see her 

smile. It was Michael?s mission to make Daisy smile every day. That was the kind of person he still 

strived to be despite his recent personality switch. 

Michael had a better result in his audition. He had made the alternate spot, which made him so 

happy. 

Practice was now rounding the corner as it was around 2 pm. Michael was as excited as ever. He 

was pumped to have another chance to impress his coach enough to get a chance for 

redemption. Each minute ticked by as slow as watching paint dry, but Michael was planning what 

today?s practice would entail. He was hoping to show his coach how strong he is and how reliable 

he could be. 

As he arrived at practice, he knew something was off. Everyone was side-eyeing each other. The 

cliques were in full bloom, including sneaky whispering and bad-talking. The coach not only 

stood by but participated in the cliques. Michael started getting nervous, taking a seat on the 

mat next to his favorite teammate, Sally. 

?Hey Sally, how was school?? Michael asked.

?Bad, I have a history test that I desperately need to study for, and I have to babysit my siblings 

later. Today has been horrible.? Sally droned on. Michael and Sally continued to talk between 

warmups and exercises. 

?Ugh, I don?t want to run today,? Sally complained.

?Me neither Sally, but the faster you run, the faster it?s done.? Michael chided. As they went for 

their run, Michael only thought about how fun the competition would be this weekend. He would 

plan every single situation in his head as if he was writing his own story. And just like that, the 

run was over. Michael would get lost in his thoughts daily. Some said that he was living in his 

separate world. His daydreams would be his reality, fueling him to be the crazy, funny, and 

outgoing person he was. 

Near the middle of practice, the team was still on edge. The teammates were fighting, throwing  
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jaded looks at each other while the coach just spectated. But just then, the coach called a team 

meeting to begin at the end of practice. Michael was nervous for the team, days before the 

competition and he didn?t want everything to blow up. He then tried, for the rest of practice, to 

cheer everyone up, to no avail. They were as stubborn as can be, staying in their place and being 

miserable. Michael realized this and walked away, seeing that there was no point in leading a 

horse to water if it?s not going to drink. His morale, along with his teammates, went downhill. 

The once energetic and enthusiastic Michael turned sour. He turned into the kind of person the 

team expected everyone to be.

 As practice came to a close, everyone was settled and ready for a talk. As each second slowly 

passed by, the silence grew louder, falling on deaf ears. Coach then rallied the team for their 

talk. Michael sat there silent, waiting for the first move to be made.

Coach then exclaimed, ?Alright kids, what?s the issue?? Everyone stayed still because if anyone 

had made the slightest motion or move, they would be the first target. Just then, Sophie raised 

her hand. 

?I have something to say coach,? Sophie said with a tone not heard before, ?I know that no one 

wants to say it but I?ll be brave. Michael, you are the issue with this team. Your attitude is 

bringing everyone down. This needs to stop.? He was shocked, befuddled by the fact that the 

whole team felt like that.

?Yeah Michael, it has become way too much,? Marie said, adding to the fact. He started to cry. 

?I?m sorry guys,? Michael sobbed. ?I just wanted to belong.? Michael was shattered. His 

personality switch had no effect. He had put in all this effort for nothing. As he sat there, broken 

by the fact that all of the people he saw as his friends were now his enemies, he wished he could 

go back to where he started. 

?Michael, maybe you need to self-evaluate yourself. If all of these people feel this way, the 

problem may be you.? the coach added on. She loved to kick him while he was down. She found 

enjoyment in the fact that she made him upset. 

Michael wallowed in his self-realization. He ruined it for everyone. He wished he could?ve had the 

courage to be himself, he wished that for one time, he could have stood up for himself. Michael?s 

inner-self started to have another inner war. The cease-fire of his panic and anxiety had been 

broken. He started to have a panic attack. 

?I?m sorry you guys, but I need to leave,? Michael said, shaking because of his inner battle. His 

world had darkened. Every step he took, he was taking blindly. He walked straight from the gym 

to the lobby in his school, waiting for his dad to pick him up. 

?Dad, please hurry, I can?t do this anymore.? Michael cried ?My pain and suffering aren?t worth it.?

?I?m on my way buddy, stay calm.? Dad comforted as he sped down the highway. Michael waited, 
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seeing every car pass by was a form of agony for him. He felt relieved to see the black Jeep 
round the corner, speeding to the spot right in front of Michael. It was Dad. Michael hopped in 
the car and he started to sob.

?Dad, I can?t be on the team anymore,? Michael cried, ?all I wanted to do is belong and they won?t 
let me and never will.?

?Mikey, this team has beat you down, belittled you, and taken everything we ever knew about 
our Michael,? Dad said. Michael then realized something, it was time for him to let it go. His 
dream of being on the competition team was just an oasis to him, spreading false hopes to every 
corner of his mind.

Michael got home, went to bed, and woke up the next morning, restless from no sleep last night. 
His night was spent tossing and turning, thinking about his team and the utter betrayal he had 
faced. He was ready to quit the team, and his mind would not let him think or do anything 
otherwise. 

Michael was weak, as months passed by, he let his team take advantage of his blank personality. 
He stuck through the rest of their grim season, cringing at the possibility of his team believing 
that he was the problem. 

Summer was coming closer and closer. Each day that passed, Michael realized that he was closer 
to freedom, and just like that, he had been released. The team was finally over, and he could 
finally be himself again. His summer went by fast, as he could finally have the fun that he had 
missed out on that past school year. 

Michael was having fun one day when he got the chills. August was rounding the corner which 
meant the team might be happening again. Luckily, Michael had learned something recently. 

?You know Dad? I learned something very valuable recently. I learned that if there is nothing to 
give, it is not called quitting, it?s called letting go. And you know what? I?m letting go of this team.? 
Michael said.

?Good for you buddy, I?m proud of your journey,? Dad said proudly.

Michael was finally free. He could spend time with his friends without having to take a personal 
day. He could go out in public without anxiety. And most importantly, he could be the Michael 
that everyone knew, loved, and missed.

McLaen Holmgren 

Grade 11
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I sit in the forest

I sit all alone 

With nobody with me 

No one to hold

The fungus grows as time goes by

Spores fill the air 

Blowing and growing as they enter my hair

They enter my lungs to grow and thrive 

I sense in my veins that something new is alive

With no one to help

No one to see 

I pass alone, just the spores and me

I awake anew, my vision lowered

Teeth are sharpened

I hop around trying to find someone to call my own

Spores 

Jeremiah Caban - Grade 9

The puppeteer moves, the music rings

The puppet is jostled, carelessly slinged 

The audience is awestruck, what will they bring? 

The puppeteer grins; here, he is king 

Another movement, another swing

A song in the air, a haunting thing

?Until dawn, he?ll dance and sing 

Hung up and mine, on these red strings?

Red St ings of  Fat e 

Carissa Palamar - Grade 12

Juliana Zaharia -  Grade 9
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Birds chirping in the air,

A place full of care,

Filled with Kapok tree apartments everywhere,

Colors of the rainbow in every which way,

In flowers, trees, and animals alike.

Birds are singing their everyday song,

Sloths, Jaguars, and Lemurs all protecting their young.

If you listen real closely you can hear,

A mother Jaguar quietly instructing her cubs on how to hunt the nearest deer.

You can feel the humidity in the air,

Hear the soft sounds of animals everywhere.

If you listen closely you might be able to hear,

Hear the wind in the branches of the trees.

Just sit there and listen,

Take it all in and let the sound of nature calm your mind.

The Rainforest s 

Katlyn Raymond - Grade 9

You never said the words I wanted you to say,

but I can?t blame you.

You never said you liked me, anyway,

so I can?t blame you.

You just left me astray,

but I can?t blame you.

You never told me once that you would stay,

so I can?t blame you.

Your inconsistency was heartbreaking,

but I can?t blame you.

You just wanted no mistaking,

so I can?t blame you. 

In my head, 

I made a version of you that I like better, 

but you will never be the guy I created,

I know I Can't  Blam e You 

Alexis Seymour - Grade 10 
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Long ago, by a winding river, there was a small merchant village. One day, a man with a 
cart came to that small village to sell wares. It 's been a while since the merchants have 
seen anyone new come to their village, so their curiosity peaked. The man set up shop 
there, and, when the cart opened, the merchants saw dozens upon dozens of puppets. 
Immediately, all the kids in the town headed to the cart. Days went by with the puppeteer 
at the town stealing the business from the other merchants. So, they all came up with a 
plan. At night, the merchants all went to the puppeteer?s cart, ripped all the puppets from 
the cart, marched over to the mouth of the river, and dumped the puppets in. When the 
sun rose over the horizon, everyone in the village woke up to screaming. As the 
merchants came out of their houses, they saw the puppeteer running into the river, 
yelling that his babies were drowning. Then, the puppeteer dove into the river. Minutes 
passed, and nobody saw the puppeteer come out. Though not what the merchants 
wanted, they were satisfied. As the years passed, villagers started disappearing and none 
of the villagers knew where they went. Rumors say that days after someone disappeared, 
splashing could be heard and at the edge of the river could be found puppets that 
resemble the missing people.

The Puppet eer  

Dylan Kramer - Grade 12
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 ?The Bat t le of  Grendel's Mot her ? f rom  t he Point  of  View  of  Grendel

Novalee Machemer - Grade 12

After the long, near-fatal battle I fought with the Almighty's prodigy, I retreated to the underwater 
cave of my mother?s. He had left me without an arm and dignity. Languishing in the corner of the den, I 
heard the triumphant battle call of him again. As he marched his way down to our cove of a home, my 
wretched heart began to pound, using up the last bits of my limited energy. My birth giver arose to meet 
him at the entrance, snatching his puny body in her fist. She relentlessly tore at him, getting lost in his 
chain shirt. I gasped as he swung his sleek, blood-stained sword. Thank the Lords above he had a weak, 
mortal sword that could not harm her.

Losing this battle, Beowulf tossed his sword and lunged at her shoulder. With her quick reflexes 
and powerful tactics, her claws snatched him up and threw him to the ground. The hag of the sea I call 
my mother, gave me one final look of revenge. Avenging my horrid death was her last mission. At that 
last moment, she swung her sword and slashed him, leaving him closer and closer to his last breath. But 
he got back up, his sword biting her shoulder and taking off her head.

I wept in the corner of my humble den for the last time. He raised my poor mother?s head off her 
shoulders, shouting for his achievements. He hobbled over to me, and, in his final moments in this 
treacherous hell hole, he grabbed at my hair. Yanking at my tainted locks, I took my final, shallow breath. 
He took one swing at my fleshy neck and tore through, severing my head. The room went black, no noise, 
no light, nothing. I flashed my eyes open, joining a metaphysical afterworld. Rejoicing with my mother, all 
the other fallen soldiers, and men that had left the earth. I began to realize; I was finally free.



Why, God, are the prettiest flowers picked first?

Why, God, do the kindest, warmest hearts have to say goodbye to their loved ones forever?

Why, God, do people we love have bad things happen to them?

These questions flowed through my head the moment I heard the news

My heart shattered into a million pieces

it?s unfair

it 's so unfair

I don?t understand how the world can be so cruel.

I prayed, immediately I prayed

I prayed she got up there safely and was reuniting with old friends again

I prayed she was watching down over her loved ones

 

A week later I hear my alarm

I know today is going to be such a hard day

Sitting up in bed I look to my left. 

Hanging up is that simple black dress

Oh, how I have dreaded the day I have to put it on?

We drive listening to music, reminding me of her

Walking in is challenging, seeing the sad faces of the family trying to hold it together 

Sorrow. Black. Flowers. Prayers. Tears. 

Loss.

Loss 

Abby Ruth - Grade 9
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They say we can be whatever we want when we grow up?

Yet, when they said you can be whatever you want,

they do not tell you 

they don?t  mean it

They mean be a doctor, 

They mean be a politician

They do not mean be what makes you  happy

They mean make money, so they do not have to take care of you

Yet, they do not tell us this 

They tell us you can be whoever you want to be 

They comfort and shield us from the real  world

Yet, when we reach the point past childhood, they tell us to leave

They leave us to the cruel world

Our happiness and imagination leave us in a snap

Reality slaps us in the face; for we can no longer be who we want

We become what the world wants us to be instead

I am angry, I want my naivety back, I want my shelter

Instead, all I get is a slap  to the face

So, I choose to be furious at these ?protectors? who lied to us

These ?protectors? deceived us until we were deemed old enough

What about my inner child? She never grew up!

She is hurt and does not see reason

She is furious 

She did not deserve this

So, when they tell you you can be whatever you want when you grow up,

Just know they l ied

Once you surpass childhood, those ?protectors? will shove you into a dirty hole we call reality

And drag you through the mud

So when they ask what you want to be

Do not humor them

They Say We Can Be What ever  We Want  When We Grow Up?

CC Reali - Grade 9
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Tell them

Like I am telling you now 

Tell them free

Tell them brave

Tell them your truths, but do not be fooled by their fronts 

Do not believe like I did

Be fury 

Be rage 

Be f ree

60

As the sun rises,

Across this boring town,

A new day blooms,

Full of darkness and frowns

With no hope in the world,

And no feeling in the air,

I start to really wonder

If I?m even still there

The day goes by slow

The clock ticks one by one

The darkness approaches

And away goes the sun

Seconds pass like hours

Days pass like years

The pitch-black never leaves

And outcomes all my fears

As I?m suffocated by death

Lacerated by losing

I don?t feel a thing,

Cause this numbness is abusing

Num b  

Michael Orth- Grade 11

Ice spreads out across the land

Howling winds leaves all astrand 

This will be your final stand

In this freezing wonderland

Popstar 's light stood strong too long

Icy breath burst out in song

Frozen never to move again

Frost-bit by the blizzards heat

On and on

Warmth rises and cold sinks down

Never to see the light of day

Anger builds

Break the ice to shards

Through the fire and the flame

They have forgotten my name

Through the fire and the flame

Snow melts away

Drown Popstar?s blinding light

Underneath the rage

Rip their soul away

Power now split ten-fold

Guided by the burning heart

Its power fading fast

Slipping from their grasp

Their hope?s final gasp

No one gets the last laugh

Sub-Zero freezes all

Icy Realm  

Dylan Kramer - Grade 12



FICTION:

1st place - Charlotte Baumgard's "Crime of Passion"

2nd place - Michael Orth's "The Love Story"

3rd place - Joshua Emery's "The Wonder of Writer 's Block"

NONFICTION:

1st place - Charlotte Baumgard's "The Power of Our Art"

2nd place - Jessica Hummel's "Nostalgia"

3rd place - Madison Kubacki's nonfiction piece (no title)

POETRY: 

1st place - Mackenzie Bachman's "Father"

2nd place - Julissa Sonon's "Who Am I To You?"

3rd place - Charlotte Baumgard's "oceania"

ART: 

1st place - Megan Yobb (bat)

2nd place - Juliana Zaharia (spider)

3rd place - NONE

PHOTOGRAPHY: 

1st place - Bryce Bechtel (wolf)

2nd place - Jayden Avans (parking lot)

3rd place - Cayla Duda (sunset)

Awards
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